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Welcome 

a short introduction  

scarycaravan studios V.E 

scarycaravan studios V.E. is an immersive 
space that offers a comprehensive viewing 
experience of all our captivating art and 
exhibitions. Our gallery proudly showcases 
our own work of scarycaravan studios, 
ghostboy World, and The Closet MONSTERS. 
 
Our premises feature extensive galleries, a 
conference room, and ample exhibition space 
that encourages other artists and creators to 
display their work. Furthermore, we provide a 
virtual workshop space where we can host 
engaging events, TED-style talks, and product 
launches, ensuring an inclusive platform for 
creativity and innovation. 
 
This whitepaper is an in-depth document that 
elaborates on the functions and purpose of 
our immersive virtual experience. It aims to 
provide a thorough understanding of the 
various offerings available in our virtual world. 
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contacts 

Address 
Room 15 
Oldknows Factory 
Unit 5D+E 
Egerton Street 
Nottingham NG3 4GQ 
 
Contact 
Tel: 07359 238699 
info@scarycaravanstudios.com 

About 
scarycaravan 
studios Ltd. 

Website 
www.scarycaravanstudios.com 

Social Media 
 
            @scarycaravanstudios 
 

"At the heart of our mission is the 
desire to craft compelling stories 
with vibrant characters that 
transcend traditional boundaries." 
 
scarycaravan studios Ltd is a small creative 
studio located in Nottingham, UK, dedicated 
to crafting compelling media for animation, 
gaming, and fully immersive virtual 
exhibitions for museums and galleries - 
transcending them into the metaverse. 
  
Our mission: 
 
At the heart of our mission is the desire to craft 
compelling stories with vibrant characters 
that transcend traditional boundaries. 
Through our Metaverse experiences, we aim to 
transport users to fully immersive and 
engaging virtual worlds that blur the lines 
between reality and fantasy. 
 
With a focus on animation, museums, and 
galleries, we seek to showcase diverse content 
that captivates and inspires our users. Our 
goal is to create experiences that extend 
beyond the traditional confines of these 
mediums, allowing users to fully immerse 
themselves in the worlds we create. 

Discord 
scarycaravanstudios#2900 
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inspire . create . inspire . 
We want our work to inspire others to create.  

2023 Let’s create 
together… 

studio /// conference /// portfolio 

/// galleries /// exhibitions /// 

workshops /// events /// 

community /// residencies /// 
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Welcome to scarycaravan studios V.E 

Foyer/Lobby 

Our creative space – is your creative space 
 
Welcome to our Virtual Experience, where 
creativity meets the metaverse! As a showcase of 
our work at scarycaravan studios Ltd., this space 
provides a platform for the creative community to 
exhibit and showcase their work. But it's not just 
about displaying art; our experience is a multi-
functional space that can host events, workshops, 
TED-style talks, and product launches. 
 
With our Conference Room, we can conduct 
virtual meetings with clients from anywhere in the 
world.  
 
We're thrilled to have created this space for you 
to experience and be a part of. Join us and 
immerse yourself in the world of virtual art and 
innovation! 
 

Key areas 
 
scarycaravan studios V.E has 
a number of dedicated 
spaces.  See the key areas 
below:  
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The Studio 

Conference Room 

The Space 

Long Gallery 

Portfolio Room 

Artist in Residence 



 

 
 
 

 
 
The Studio 
The Studio is a like-for-like representation of our 
actual studio layout; from the plan chest, chairs 
and desks, this truly is our virtual studio space. 
 
Our real-life studio is based in the heart of 
Nottingham, in the UK. 
 
 
 
 

Team 

Jason has over 20 years 
creative industry experience, 
working for clients such as 
Warner Media, ITV and 
Amazon.  Jason’s background 
is in animation and 
illustration. 

Writer and co-creator of the 
Instagram cartoon, The Closet 
MONSTERS, David is our in-
house Writer and Creative 
Strategist. 
 

Gabriel McKenna 
Studio Creative 

Gabriel is a key member of the 
creative team here at 
scarycaravan studios Ltd. 
 
 

David Salt 
Co-Founder/Creative 
Strategist 

Jason James 
Co-Founder/Creative Director 
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The Portfolio Room 
and Exhibits  

Our Work  

  

  

View our work 
 
Within scarycaravan studios V.E we 
have three main areas to showcase 
our work. 
 
These are: 
 
Portfolio Room 
 
Ghostboy World Exhibit 
 
The Art of The Closet MONSTERS 
 

 
ghostboy World Exhibit 
 
ghostboy World is a fully 
immersive experience/game, 
that we have collaborated 
with Greece-based studio Big 
Bearded Badass, for the 
Roblox platform. 
 
 

 
Artist in Residence 
 
This is the exhibition space 
used to showcase the current 
Artist in Residence. 
 
This rotates on a bi-monthly 
schedule.  

 
Art of The Closet MONSTERS 
 
The Closet MONSTERS is a 
series of cartoons we created 
specifically for Instagram.  
 
This exhibit showcases 
concept sketches and actual 
Panel artwork. 

 
Portfolio Room 
 
This is our virtual portfolio - 
showcasing work we have 
created for various clients 
and projects.   
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The Space 

Sandy Rivers 

Sarah Fuller 

Andy McAllister 

 

The Studio The Long 
Gallery 

client list 

Angelina Saunderson  
President Company 

about the studio our story 

+130 Customers 
 
Tequis magnam everunt re volupti ntiusament 
at et omnimo totatin venimus anturis explaut 
alique quatem qui utemquia dolo. 

+500 Projects done 
 
Tequis magnam everunt re volupti ntiusament 
at et omnimo totatin venimus anturis explaut 
alique quatem qui utemquia dolo. 

+37 Employees 
 
Tequis magnam everunt re volupti ntiusament 
at et omnimo totatin venimus anturis explaut 
alique quatem qui utemquia dolo. 

12 Offices 
worldwide 
 
Tequis magnam everunt re volupti ntiusament 

       
     

Angelina Saunderson 
Company President 
Company 

case study 

Roger McPherson 
 
Iqua tet qui do lene asdfsf a dlic tem qua tius 
esti quid aft molores natist vendit con secaest 
laccabor autem voluptatur? 

Client 
Symbolis Ltd. & Co. 

 
 
Project Information 
Project Name  
Website and E-Commerce 

 
 
Project Manager  
Mark Anderson 

 
 
Project Date 
12 //  2018 

 
Timeline 
August - December  //  2018 

brief to solution 

case study previews 

Project Name : 
Symbolis Shop System 

Description : Hictibeatio. 
Occum solorundunto 
dantiande 
eari arumquo undunto imi, 
officitent doles intecus 
dantiande eari. 

Image Description: 
Endae siti quosant volum Obit, sinctusam Xero corerumquam 
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Artist in 
Residence 

Create with 
US 

Make your 
ART 

Artist Coordinator: 
Michael Anderson 

Trainer: 
Michael Anderson 

What is The Artist in Residence? 
 
As part of our exhibition space, we have a dedicated gallery for a 
bi-monthly Artist in Residence. 
 
This residency is for artists and creators from all deciplines who 
want to work in new ways and take their work and expose it 
within a fully immersive virtual enviroment. 
 
Working closely with our creative team here at scarycaravan 
studios Ltd, you will create a piece of work, or works that we will 
both exhibit, and promote within our social media. 
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Multi-
Platform 

experience us on any device 

  

Desktop/Mobile/Tablet/Console 

>>> 

Project Proposal 2018 
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Exposing artist’s 
work within the 
metaverse 

The Long Gallery 
About The Long Gallery 
This area of our experience is one we are very  
passionate about.  We wanted to create a virtual space 
where we could expose new creative talent alongside 
more established artists and creators. 
 
Wheteher you are a painter, sculptor or video artist, we 
allocate you your own virtual exhibition space.   
 
For information on how to exhibit, please  visit our 
website: 
www.scarycaravanstudios.com 
 
or email us: mailto: exhibit@scarycaravanstudios.com 
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Our multi-functional space for 
both learning and entertaining 

 

The Space 

Workshops 
Events 
Live Performances 
Parties 
 

>>> 
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The Space 

Events 

Live Talks & Social 
Events 
 
Engage and connect within 
our purpose built events 
space.  We host talks and 
social events that inspire. 

Workshops 

A Space for Learning 
 
Our workshop space is perfect 
for group learning and 
presentations.    

Parties 

You want to celebrate 
in style? 
 
Host your party within our 
space to anyone across the 
globe. 
 

Live 
Performances 

A Space for Live Music 
& Performance 
 
Experience live performances 
like you have never 
experienced before.   
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Workshops and Events 

Our Workshops and Events + Hire The Space 

Workshops 
A Space for Learning 

Events 
Live Talks and Social Events 

Hire The Space 
E: thespace@scarycaravanstudios.com 

Workshops 1. Here at scarycaravan studios Ltd we host our own exciting and inspiring 
workshops and events within The Space.  Check out our website and social 
media for more info. 

 
2. We can help you host a range of workshops and presentations.  These can 

include: school-led workshops, presentations or workshops for your business or 
organisation. 

 
 

Events 

Hire The Space 

1. We love to talk about our work and share our experiences as creative people 
working in a fast-pased and ever-changing industry.  Look out for our events 
and talks.  You will find our latest events listed on our website or on our social 
media. 

 
2. Do you have something to talk about or want a platform to help launch your 

new project or idea?  Then The Space is for you.   

1. If you would like to hire The Space, please contact us and we’ll be happy to 
discuss your requirements. 
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Conference Room 

A.1 
Team Meetings 

If any of our team need to work remotely, then 
this space is a perfect place to conduct our 
meetings and discuss projects. 

A.2 
Client Meetings 

Our clients can be from any part of the world.  
This space allows us to connect with them in a 
fully immersive way in real time. 

A.3 
Pitching Projects 

With our interactive wall-mounted screens, we 
can pitch projects and concepts to potential 
clients wherever we are in the world. 

A.4 
Creative Sessions 

This is a great space to have creative meetings 
and discuss any ideas the team may have within 
our company. 
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Thank you 

Thank you for reading 
 
We really appreciate your time reading our 
scarycaravan studios V.E whitepaper. 
 
We hope you found it both informative and inspiring.  
If you have any questions, or would like to work with 
us, please get in touch. 
 
The scarycaravan studios Team 
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Get in touch 

 VISIT 
 scarycaravan studios V.E 

 

Company Name :  
scarycaravan studios Ltd. 

Company Address: 
Room 15 
Oldknows Factory 
Unit 5D+E 
Egerton Street 
Nottingham NG3 4GQ 
 
Telephone: 
07359 238699 
 
Email: 
info@scarycaravanstudios.com 

scarycaravan studios V.E 

Let‘s 
Be 

Creative 
Together

 
 


